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5:20 am Latin American News -  News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia -  Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted 
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold - Messengers Of The Region - The original 80s animation 

classic that follows a young orphan called Esteban as he searches the New World for 
both his father and the Mysterious Cities of Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) 
(Rpt) PG    

 
1:30 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold - Secret Of The Medallions - The original 80s animation 

classic that follows a young orphan called Esteban as he searches the New World for 
both his father and the Mysterious Cities of Gold. (From France, in English) (Animation) 
(Rpt) PG     
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2:00 pm Foodie Planet -  Destination Switzerland - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu 
takes a culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. In this 
episode, Julie travels to Switzerland, where an unmissable stop-off is a high-altitude 
gruyère farm. Then it's time to take a trip to Zoug, the cherry capital - where they even 
make cherry sausages. Julie will then be welcomed to the world of artisan chocolate-
making and, of course, fondue! (From France, in French, English, German and Italian) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm The Jo Whiley Sessions -  Maverick Sabre - Celebrated DJ and BBC radio presenter 

Jo Whiley sits down with the hottest acts in the charts today for revealing interviews and 
intimate performances. Tonight, London rapper and guitarist Maverick Sabre performs 
songs from his debut album. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
3:30 pm Brazil's Next Top Model - Gisele Bündchen, Adriana Lima, Alessandra Ambrósio are 

just some of many Brazilian women who have made a huge impact on the fashion world. 
Go back to where it all started with season one, as a group of girls reside in a luxury 
mansion in Sao Paulo while competing for the title of Brazil's Next Top Model. Hosted by 
Fernanda Motta. (S.1,Ep.2) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Reality) (Entertainment) (Rpt) 
PG 

 
4:30 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi 

pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and 
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:30 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show – All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:00 pm Secret Life Of ... - Henry VIII - Secret Life Of...is a cheeky and provocative new 

biography series that deliciously dishes dirt on icons of the past. Think Napoleon, 
Catherine the Great, and Casanova. Then take the visual appeal of Entertainment 
Tonight, throw in a little Monty Python humour, and subject it all to rigorous historical 
accuracy. The result? A rare glimpse into the rarified world of the rich, famous and 
scandalous. Did Henry VIII really please all those wives? Did Napoleon come up short in 
more ways than one? And how did Marie Antoinette navigate her way to the bathroom? 
This program will attempt to answer these intriguing questions. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) PG **New Series Premiere**    

 
6:30 pm The Bike Lane -  The Bike Lane showcases the very best in cycling, from pro tips, to the 

latest race news, celebrity challenges and gear reviews. Hosted by Matthew Keenan and 
with special guest Robbie McEwen on the panel, The Bike Lane takes you into the world 
of cycling culture from fixies and commuters, all the way to the top of the sport at the Giro 
d’Italia. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   
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7:00 pm Benidorm Bastards -  They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played 
by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on 
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and 
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven't got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, 
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode**  

 
8:30 pm South Park -  Titties And Dragons - The doors to the mall will finally open for the 

biggest Black Friday sale in history. The boys are divided over which gaming device to 
buy and a bloody battle will determine whether X-box or Sony will be the winner. (From 
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,A,V,L) CC   

 
9:00 pm South Park -  The Hobbit - In tonight's season finale, after Butters turns down an 

overweight girl who asks him out, Wendy is upset over Butters' crush on Kim Kardashian 
because she says Kim is actually a short, overweight Hobbit who uses Photoshop to 
make herself look more attractive. But events turn against Wendy. (Season Final) (From 
Canada) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,L) CC   

 
9:30 pm Housos -  Voucher - The return of the popular series that follows the day-to-day 

adventures of Shazza, Dazza, Franky and the gang from 'the block' - a housing 
commission block in Sunnyvale. In this episode, Dazza has traded Beryl’s heart pills for a 
fancy dinner voucher for Shazza's birthday - the only problem is he can’t remember what 
he did with it. Dazza, Kev and Franky trace their night back in an effort to jolt their 
memories. Stars Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle Dawe. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (A,S,L) CC   

 
10:00 pm Pizza World Record -  After getting on the wrong flight the boys end up in Mumbai, India 

- not Lebanon. Stuck there for three days, Pauly suggests they go to a place he's heard 
of: the Taj Mahal. There they meet Bollywood star, Aussie actress Tania Zaetta. Stars 
Paul Fenech, Tahir Bilgic and Kevin Taumata. (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M (D,A,S) CC   

 
10:30 pm The Sex Clinic -  Follows the patients visiting two of the UK’s busiest sexual health 

clinics, as they deal with the diagnosis and treatment of some of the country's most 
commonly contracted STIs. From the UK. (Documentary series) (Rpt) MA(S,N,A)   
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11:25 pm The Sex Show -  Horny For Sex - This series explores what exists out there in the world 
of sex. Two young women and one young man move into an apartment together for eight 
weeks, on a mission to learn, discover and experience what the sexual world has to offer. 
Each week, the threesome is introduced to a new topic, each with three individual 
challenges. (From Norway, in Norwegian and Swedish) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA 
(S,L) 

 
12:00 am In Her Skin -  Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   

 
12:55 am In Her Skin -  Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V)   

 
1:45 am Movie: The Sorcerer And The White Snake - In the depths of a primeval forest lives evil 

spirits and monsters – including a mythical white snake and green snake. One day a 
young herbalist wanders into the forest and has his life saved by the white snake 
disguised as a beautiful woman. After they fall in love, the white snake ventures into the 
human world – but her magical presence is detected by sorcerer Fa Hai (Jet Li) who is 
determined to destroy her. (From China & Hong Kong, in Mandarin) (Movie) (2011) (Rpt) 
M(A,V)    

 
3:40 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News -  News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Salted Sea Bream - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium 

to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are 
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of 
taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Ota Production - In this highly physical game and variety show, 
Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show - All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:05 pm Parks And Recreation -  Halloween Surprise - A new job offer for Ben causes Leslie to 

contemplates their future. Meanwhile, Ron and Andy take Diane’s (guest star Lucy 
Lawless) girls out trick-or-treating, and Tom searches for a new business idea. (S.5,Ep.5) 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Office - Sex Ed - Michael, believing he has herpes, contacts all his ex-girlfriends, 

including Jan (guest star Melora Hardin) and Holly (guest star Amy Ryan). Andy tries to 
play on Erin’s  compassionate side by holding a sex education meeting for the office. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG(S)     

 
8:30 pm Movies for Mondays: Agent Hamilton - Masked soldiers attack a vehicle loaded with 

high-tech missiles in an attempted smuggling operation in Uzbekistan. Meanwhile, a 
Swedish engineer is kidnapped in Ethiopia. Hamilton is ordered to investigate the 
kidnapping and soon discovers an international arms conspiracy at top government 
levels, as well as plans for a terrorist attack on Swedish soil. His loyalties are tested, but 
the interest of the nation must come first. (From Sweden, in English & Swedish) (Movie) 
(Action) (2012) MA(V) **Action Doubles Season**   

 
10:30 pm Movies for Mondays: Agent Hamilton 2 - Once devastated by the loss of his own family 

through an act of revenge, the abduction of Hamilton’s 7-year old goddaughter Nathalie 
rouses intensely painful memories.  Kidnapped after her mother, head of Swedish 
Security Police, made ill-advised comments to the media about Muslim separatist groups, 
her kidnappers demand a high price in the form of cash and political concessions.  When 
the Swedish authorities remain passive, Hamilton is forced to take action. (From Sweden, 
in English & Swedish) (Movie) (Action) (2012) M(V,L) CC **Action Doubles Season**      
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12:10 am @midnight -  A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

      
12:35 am @midnight -  A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
1:05 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:35 am Movie: Tricks -  A charming and bittersweet narrative about a young boy who goes to 

extreme lengths in an attempt to influence fate and make his absent father return home. 
Winner of 18 film awards and nominated as Poland's entry for Best Foreign Language 
Film at the 2007 Academy Awards. Directed by Andrzej Jakimowski and stars Damian Ul, 
Ewelina Walendziak and Tomasz Sapryk. (From Poland, in Polish) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) 
PG   

 
3:20 am RT News In English From Moscow -  RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Liver: Chen Vs Lee -  Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium 

to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are 
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of 
taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Okinawa - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 
pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show - All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:05 pm Parks And Recreation -  Ben's Parents - After being warned about Ben’s divorced 

parents, Leslie gets nervous as she prepares to meet them. With the help of Jean-
Ralphio, Tom prepares to pitch his new business to Ron. Meanwhile, Chris rides an 
emotional rollercoaster. (S.5,Ep.6) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Office - The Sting - When a competing sales associate (guest star Timothy 

Olyphant) steals a Dunder Mifflin client, Michael, Jim and Dwight decide to set up a sting 
to find out his sales secrets. Andy decides to start a band after finding out a friend from 
college has a successful music career. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG     

 
8:30 pm Don't Tell My Mother... -  New Delhi - In Delhi, India ancient history collides with an 

explosive modern economy.   One of the outsourcing capitals of the world it has attracted 
a massive migration swelling the population 50% in the last twenty years. Change is 
coming so fast that a city that took centuries to build is struggling to keep up.  In this 
episode of “Don’t Tell My Mother,” Diego Bunuel travels to the capital of India and sees 
how messy a megalopolis of 16 million can get. (From France) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
9:00 pm Unplanned America - Food For Thought - From getting a warped lesson in America's 

obesity epidemic by tackling 20,000 calorie burgers at the Heart Attack Grill in Las Vegas 
to spending Christmas lunch at Albuquerque's biggest homeless shelter, the Unplanned 
America guys get some food for thought. (S.2,Ep.3) (Co-commissioned by SBS) 
(Documentary) (class tba)  **New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm Orphan Black - Ruthless In Purpose, and Insidious in Method – Details TBA. **New 

Episode**      
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10:20 pm Lost Girl -  Confaegion - Thanks to a compromising photograph she took of the 
Morrigan handcuffed to her bed, Bo becomes the target of the Dark Fae leader’s minions. 
Though still unwilling to align herself with any Fae faction, Bo agrees to protection from 
Hale in exchange for recovering the Staff of Righteousness, a Fae ceremonial relic that’s 
been stolen from his archives. Meanwhile, as Bo questions Dyson’s relationship with his 
new partner, Tamsin, her increasingly intimate friendship with Lauren continues to rankle 
Kenzi. (S.3,Ep.3) (From Canada) (Drama Series) M(S,V) **Encore**  

 
11:10 pm Lost Girl -  Fae-De To Black - After being called to investigate a series of suicides, 

Tamsin concludes that they are random acts by disturbed individuals and suggests 
moving on. Sensing Dark Fae involvement, Dyson asks Bo to go undercover as therapist 
Dr. Helen Green at the Better Way Clinic for Health, where all of the victims were 
receiving treatment before they died. Meanwhile, as she seeks guidance on how to 
handle her feelings about Bo and Lauren, Kenzi signs on as Hale’s stylist. (S.3,Ep.4) 
(From Canada) (Drama Series) M(A,S) **Encore**  

 
12:00 am @midnight -  A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:30 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:00 am Movie: I Only Want To Walk -  Four small-time women bank robbers plan a dangerous 

strike against a band of Mexican drug traffickers. Motivated by money and revenge, this 
action could change their luck forever. Nominated for ten Goya Awards. Directed by 
Agustin Diaz Yanes and stars Diego Luna, Victoria Abril and Adriana Gil. (From Spain, in 
Spanish) (Mystery/Crime) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (L,S,V)   

 
3:15 am France 24 News In English From Paris -  International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef -  Caviar: Sakai Vs Yanagidate - Chefs from all over the world come to 

Kitchen Stadium to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The 
ingredients are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the 
boundaries of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi -  Team Koji Imada - In this highly physical game and variety show, 
Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show - All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:05 pm Parks And Recreation -  Leslie Vs April - Leslie gets upset when April tries to get Lot 

48 made into a dog park. Meanwhile, Tom enlists Ben’s help as he tries to launch his new 
business venture, and Andy hones his crime scene investigation skills. (S.5,Ep.7) (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Office - Costume Contest - When Darryl takes an idea to corporate over his head, 

Michael freaks out. Everyone in the office is in a competitive mood as the Halloween 
costume contest gets underway. Meanwhile, Pam tries to get the truth out of Danny 
(guest star Timothy Olyphant) about their dating history. (S.7,Ep.6) (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG  

 
8:30 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: Brewster's Millions - A comedic tale of a failed 

minor league baseball player who must spend $30 million dollars in 30 days in order to 
gain a $300 million dollar inheritance. Stars John Candy. (From the US) (Movie) 
(Comedy) (1985) (Rpt) PG **Retromania Season**   

 
10:20 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: Crossroads - Ralph Macchio is Lightning Boy. A kid 

who can make a slide guitar sing. Blind Dog is an old pro who knows it. Together, they're 
headed to a place where deals are made. And legends are born. (From the US) (Movie) 
(Drama) (1986) (Rpt) (class tba) **Retromania Season**       

 
12:15 am @midnight -  A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:45 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   
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1:15 am Movie: Rescue Dawn -  The true story of a US fighter pilot's gruelling experiences as a 
prisoner of war in Laos after being shot down during the Vietnam War, and his eventual 
escape. A dramatisation of director Werner Herzog's 1997 documentary Little Dieter 
Needs to Fly, this is an involving tale of courage and survival, with plenty of parallels to 
contemporary experiences of war and captivity. Directed by Werner Herzog and stars 
Zach Grenier, Marshall Bell, and Christian Bale. (From the US) (Action/Adventure) (2006) 
(Rpt) MAV (V) CC   

 
3:30 am DW News In English From Berlin -  News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Broccoli: Michiba Vs Jo - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen 

Stadium to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients 
are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries 
of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi 
pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and 
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm Massive Moves -  Kingsize Cabin - Teams of engineers and truckers face some 

daunting challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to 
leave their foundations. This episode, John Spencer and his crew are responsible for the 
building's safe passage. Will their new cabin survive the 20 mile route or will it come 
crashing down and only be fit for firewood? (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) (Rpt) 
G CC   

 
6:05 pm Parks And Recreation - Leslie (Amy Poehler) makes a public appeal for park design 

suggestions, but becomes suspicious when the best design comes from an architect in 
Eagleton. Tom (Aziz Ansari) enlists the help of the office as he sets up his new “Rent a- 
Swag” business, while Andy (Chris Pratt) finds a way to make his new security guard job 
exciting. Rashida Jones, Nick Offerman, Aubrey Plaza, Adam Scott, Jim O’Heir, Retta 
and Rob Lowe also star. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Dara O'briain: School Of Hard Sums - Guest Comedian Alex Horne pits common sense 

against Dara’s big maths brain as they battle it out to solve real life problems. Professor 
Marcus Du Sautoy sets the questions. Today’s theme is, ‘Location, Location... Maths’. 
(Ep.4) (From the UK) (Entertainment) PG(L) **New Episode**   

 
8:35 pm South Park -  Contorting Quintuplets - The boys attend the last American performance of 

Cirque du Cheville, and are entranced by the Vladchik Contorting Romanian Quintuplets. 
They try to make their own version of the circus, but Kenny's vocal limitations keep their 
vision from being realised. Meanwhile, the quintuplets run away from the tour with their 
grandmother, who does not want to go back to impoverished Romania, and stay at Stan's 
house. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
9:00 pm Town Of The Living Dead - Zombie Fun Run - After accidently burning down a barn, 

Tina is broke and must enlist the help of Jasper residents to raise enough money to finish 
the film but another accident tests the town’s patience. In an effort to get in shape, Chase 
turns to his hero Master Ferrell for help. (Ep.9) (From the US) (Reality/Entertainment 
Series) PG **New Episode**    
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9:30 pm Who Needs Ibiza? - This new series follows the efforts of the owners and staff at an 18-
30s campsite in Devon as they try to overcome a string of wet, recession-hit summers 
and make this summer season a roaring success. It’s the start of high season at Europa 
and the young team are coming up with some novel ideas to make some much needed 
cash and entertain the 18-30’s campers. A Disney tribute band has been booked and a 
Hawaiian theme night planned, but big storms are brewing on the horizon – amongst the 
staff and in the skies above the camp site. (S.1,Ep.1) (From England) (Factual 
Entertainment) M(A,L) **New Series Premiere**   

 
10:35 pm Orphan Black - Ruthless In Purpose, and Insidious in Method – Details TBA. 

**Encore**      
 
11:25 pm South Park -  Osama Bin Laden Has Farty Pants - The president has told all school 

children to send a dollar each to the children of Afghanistan. The boys' four dollars arrive 
in a bombed-out town and four Afghan kids return the favour by sending a goat to Stan. 
Kyle and the gang end up in Afghanistan in an attempt to return the gift from four poor 
Afghan kids who eventually save the boys from Osama Bin Laden. (From the US, in 
English) M (V,A) (Rpt) CC WS   

 
11:55 pm @midnight -  A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine 

who has the funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and 
wear the crown of funniest person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) M(S)   

 
12:25 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:55 am Movie: Scheherazade, Tell Me A Story -  Newly married Hebba is the popular host of a 

Cairo television talk show whose tendency to tackle sensitive political issues rubs the 
country's leaders the wrong way. Her husband Karim, meanwhile, is an ambitious 
journalist happy to ingratiate himself with any political figure who can advance his career. 
Told that his wife's show may hurt his chances, he tries to steer her away from politics 
into personal stories. Directed by Yousry Nasrallah and stars Mona Zaki, Mahmoud 
Hemida and Hassan El Raddad. (From Egypt, in Arabic, English subtitles) (Drama) 
(2009) (Rpt) MAV (V,A) WS   

 
3:20 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo -  News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Iron Chef - Onion: Sakai Vs Oomiya - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen 

Stadium to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients 
are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries 
of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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4:45 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi 
pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and 
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show - All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:05 pm Parks And Recreation -  Ron And Diane - Ron, Diane (guest star Lucy Lawless), and 

Leslie attend a wood working awards dinner, after one of Ron's handcrafted chairs is 
nominated, but the happy occasion is threatened by the arrival of Tammy II (guest star 
Megan Mullally). Meanwhile, Jerry hosts a holiday party at his home with his wife (guest 
star Christie Brinkley), and some of his friends are shocked to find they were not invited. 
(S.5,Ep.9) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm Friday Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Tim Ferriss Experiment - Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu - Tim tackles jiu-jitsu with help from 

world champion Marcelo Garcia. Then he joins friend Josh Waitzkin to learn how chess 
players in Washington Square Park can help his jiu-jitsu training. (Ep.4) (From the US) 
(Factual Entertainment) G **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm Geeks - Las Vegas - In the final episode, find out what three Sci-Fi Superhero-loving 

girls and four boys, more skilled in the art of obscure Japanese card game Yugioh than 
the Black Jack table make of the bright, neon-lit force to be reckoned with that is Las 
Vegas. (Ep.6) (From the UK) (Entertainment/Reality Series) PG **Final**    

 
9:30 pm Lost Girl - Faes Wide Shut - An investigation into the strange death of an unfaithful 

husband sends Bo and Kenzi into the netherworld of a Fae sex club. (S.3,Ep.5) (From 
Canada) (Drama Series) M(V,S) **New Double Episode**    

 
10:25 pm Lost Girl - The Kenzi Scale - The gang is forced to stage an intervention against an 

increasingly erratic Bo. Bo believes the only way to save someone close to her is to 
accept help from the person she trusts least - only to learn the truth about secrets kept by 
the people she trusted most. (From Canada) (Drama Series) M(H,V) **New Double 
Episode**    
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11:15 pm Attack On Titan -  First Battle: The Struggle For Trost (Part 1) - As Eren attacks the 
Colossus Titan, it destroys the wall's cannons, revealing its intelligence. As Eren 
prepares to attack its vital point, it vanishes in the steam. The Army scrambles to 
evacuate the people of Trost and set up defences before the Titans enter the city. Eren 
calms Armin and Jean who both start having nervous breakdowns due to the 
approaching Titans. Mikasa and Eren are assigned by the Army to different squads with 
Mikasa's squad assigned to help the evacuation while Eren and Armin's squad are to 
provide backup at the front lines. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Animation) (Rpt) MA(V) 

 
11:45 pm Attack On Titan - The World The Girl Saw: The Struggle For Trost (Part 2) - Armin 

awakens to find himself surrounded by Connie, Ymir, and Krista's squad. When Armin 
breaks down into tears after Connie asks what happened to his squad, Ymir correctly 
deduces that they have all died. As Armin heads back to the rear guard, he blames 
himself for being weak in not saving Eren. Meanwhile, a greedy merchant tries to force 
his cargo into the city's exit gate and refuses to allow the refugees to go first. (From 
Japan, in Japanese) (Animation) (Rpt) MA(V) 

 
12:15 am Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:45 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted 
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
2:45 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News -  News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold - Mystery Of The Parents - The original 80s animation 

classic that follows a young orphan called Esteban as he searches the New World for 
both his father and the Mysterious Cities of Gold. (S.1,Ep.13) (From France, in French) 
(Animation) (Rpt) PG    

 
1:30 pm Mysterious Cities Of Gold - Esteban's Medallions - The original 80s animation classic 

that follows a young orphan called Esteban as he searches the New World for both his 
father and the Mysterious Cities of Gold. (S.1,Ep.14) (From France, in English) 
(Animation) (Rpt) PG     
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2:00 pm Kung Fu Changed My Life -  Manchester - The ancient discipline of kung fu meets the 
hard-core street culture of modern Britain as Shaolin monk and martial arts master 
Matthew Ahmet mentors a group of young men and women from inner city estates across 
the UK. They’ll learn from some of the world’s deadliest kung fu instructors in a bid to 
teach them how to avoid conflict back at home by channelling their aggression into 
amazing feats of inner strength and confidence. (From the US) (Documentary Series) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm Girls Get Out There - This documentary series shows the essence of surfing as a sport 

and lifestyle through eight young women. From surfing to helping mother nature, follow 
their travels and surfing adventures as they make their way down the coast of Africa and 
back up again. (Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary) (Sport) PG **New Episode**  

 
3:30 pm Girls Get Out There - This documentary series shows the essence of surfing as a sport 

and lifestyle through eight young women. From surfing to helping mother nature, follow 
their travels and surfing adventures as they make their way down the coast of Africa and 
back up again. (Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary) (Sport) PG **New Episode**  

 
4:00 pm Monster Moves - Colossal Cathedrals - In Manning, Iowa, we follow the remarkable 

cross-country trek of the 125 year old Trinity Church. Topped with a steeple one hundred 
feet tall, can building mover Ron Holland haul the pristine structure twelve miles across 
rolling hills in one piece? Meanwhile in Sarasota, Florida, structural mover Brett Johnson 
and his sons disassemble the iconic Crocker Church, making way for developers on its 
former site. The historic church is protected from demolition - can the team dismantle the 
church's fragile steeple without it falling apart? (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) 
(Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:00 pm From Scratch -  Mower - In a world of mass global production, renaissance man 

Thomas Thwaites thinks we’ve forgotten where all our stuff really comes from. So to 
prove how brilliant and complex even the most basic mod cons are, he’s going to attempt 
to build them himself... from scratch. In this first episode, Tom tries to build a lawn mower 
using materials from across the UK.  On a deserted beach he uses the historic technique 
of sand-casting to make the mower’s specialised fan, before he goes deep beneath the 
earth’s surface to find iron ore for the steel blade. (From the UK) (Factual Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
5:30 pm FIFA Women's World Cup Highlights Show - All the highlights and latest action from 

the 2015 FIFA Women’s World Cup in Canada. 
 
6:00 pm Knife Fight -  Skate - Chef De Jardins enlists the help of Knife Fight judge Naomi 

Pomeroy to help her filet the bony skate wing. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) 
PG   
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6:30 pm Heston's Feasts -  Medieval - Michelin three-starred chef Heston Blumenthal creates an 
extraordinary feast inspired by the remarkable food of the Medieval age. This was a time 
when food was all about trickery and illusion, and Heston's celebrity diners are certainly 
in for a meal they'll never forget. On the menu: a bowl of fruit that is actually made from 
meat; a dessert where the table becomes edible; and four and twenty blackbirds baked in 
a pie. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm Charley Boorman's Extreme Frontiers: South Africa -  Join adventurer Charley 

Boorman as he sets off on an epic motorbike adventure, making his way through the 
stunning, rugged and often unknown South Africa. Teaming up with producer/director 
Russ Malkin, they journey in a circular route starting and finishing in Cape Town, taking 
on all corners of this wild and varied African country, experiencing the deeply rooted 
cultures, the extraordinary people, the remarkable wildlife and the heart-stopping 
adventures along the way. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:30 pm Dig -  Meet The Rosenbergs - After Peter’s pursuit of Yussef Khalid hits a dead end at 

the U.S. Consulate, he and Detective Golan Cohen follow hidden clues from Emma’s 
journal, which take them deeper into the secrets of a possible global conspiracy.  
Meanwhile, Debbie takes Josh for an unauthorised outing. Elsewhere, Avram continues 
on his journey to Jerusalem with the red heifer. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama Series) 
M(V,S) CC **Encore**  

 
10:20 pm Real Humans -  Power at Heart - In a parallel present day, robots have become so 

human it is barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, Malte, 
Bea and Roger pledge their allegiance to the 'Real Humans Liberation Front' and begin 
setting their plans for a hubot-free world in action. The search for Mimi leads Leo to the 
hubot black market and into the hands of hubot hunter Silas. At the vicarage, Eva's fears 
about their guests in the attic escalate. Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia 
Halvorsen. (S.1,Ep.5) (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (V,S,L)   

 
11:30 pm Real Humans -  Sly Leo - In a parallel present day, robots have become so human it is 

barely possible to distinguish them from real people. In this episode, Leo is weak, but 
does everything he can to get to Mimi's house, where Matilda is beginning to uncover the 
truth about Anita. When Bea arrives at Roger's job with a black eye, she cajoles him into 
taking her in. Lennart is offered the chance to make a hubot copy of himself. But does he 
want to? Stars Andreas Wilson, Lisette Pagler and Pia Halvorsen. (S.1,Ep.6) (From 
Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (V,L)   
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12:35 am Gunther's E.R. -  Violent Impact - In a series of master classes, Doctors Gunther von 
Hagens and John Heyworth recreate serious injuries on human bodies. Tonight they 
examine the effect of violent impact - such as a fall from a great height - on the human 
body. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (A,N)   

 
1:30 am Movie: Someone I Loved -  Mother of two Chloé is devastated when her adulterous 

husband abandons her for his lover. Unsure where to turn, Chloé and her children seek 
solace in her father-in-law’s cabin. In an effort to help her come to terms with his son’s 
infidelity, Pierre recounts his own love affair with a woman in Hong Kong two decades 
earlier. Nominated for a 2010 César Award for Most Promising Actress (Florence Loiret 
Caille). Directed by Zabou Breitman and also stars Daniel Auteuil and Marie-Josée 
Croze. (In French, English subtitles) (Romance) (2009) (Rpt) M (L,S)   

 
3:35 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


